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EPS - Engineering Product Specification (GE)
PPS - Product Performance Specification (GE)
FJCC - Fall Joint Computer Conference
PD - Program Description (GE)
PDS - Product Design Specification (GE)
SPS - Software Performance Specification (GE)
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MCB - Multics Checkout Bulletin
MDM - MAC Design Memo (GE)
MPDM - MAC Processor Design Memo (GE)
MSDM - MAC System Design Memo (GE)
MSPM - Multics System Programmers' Manual
SECTION I

EFS GE-665 PROCESSOR OBSOLETE BY 08NOV66 M500800107

27MAY64 M0020 MIT DESIGN NOTEBOOK APPENDIX G - TRAPS, MEMORY PROTECTION, RELOCATION SALTZER, (ET AL.) OBSOLETE BY M0056

10AUG64 M0016 MIT DESIGN NOTEBOOK APPENDIX D - A GENERALIZED FILE STRUCTURE AND I/O SYSTEM DAILY, R.C., CPEASY, R.J., GRAHAM, R.M. (SOFTWARE COM. DOC. NO. 83D) OBSOLETE BY M0050, B0009

28AUG64 M0010 MIT DESIGN NOTEBOOK APPENDIX A - HARD MATTER OF 635 (MAC-182) GLASER OBSOLETE BY M0012

15SEP64 M0017 MIT DESIGN NOTEBOOK APPENDIX E - A CTS SECONDARY STORAGE BACK-UP AND FILE RETRIEVAL SCHEME BAILEY, M.J., DAILY, R.C. (SOFTWARE COM. DOC. NO. 83E) OBSOLETE BY M0050

00OCT64 M0018 MIT DESIGN NOTEBOOK APPENDIX F - LIBRARY SUBROUTINES, COMMANDS, FILE ORGANIZATION FOUZM, L. (SOFTWARE COM. DOC. NO. 83F) OBSOLETE BY MSPM RI.0

20OCT64 PPS 300 CARD PER MINUTE PUNCH 43A137918 (REVISED 10MAY65) OBSOLETE BY M500800003 01MAR66

00NOV64 M0019 MIT DESIGN NOTEBOOK APPENDIX G - USER INTERRUPTS, COMMANDS CONSOLE I/O, AND USER OPTION SWITCHES SALTZER, J.H. (SOFTWARE COM. DOC. NO. 83G) OBSOLETE BY M0056

30NOV64 M0021 MIT DESIGN NOTEBOOK SECTION I - INTRODUCTION CORBATO, F.J. OBSOLETE BY M0047

01JAN65 B0028 MULTICS WORKING DOCUMENT DISTRIBUTION LIST (TDL) OBSOLETE BY B0030

11JAN65 MDM NO.10 STATUS SAFESTORE AND RESTORE FOLLOWING ADDRESS FAULTS DURING THE REPEAT LINK MODE OF OPERATION OBSOLETE BY 28FEB66

16FEB65 M0002 MIT DESIGN NOTEBOOK SECTION II - A PROPOSAL FOR GE-636 SEGMENT CONVENTIONS CORBATO, F.J. (SOFTWARE COM. DOC. NO. 68) OBSOLETE BY MSPM BD.7

16FEB65 M0003 MIT DESIGN NOTEBOOK SECTION III - A PROPOSAL FOR A MINIMAL ASSEMBLER, GAP, FOR THE GE-636 GRAHAM, R.M. (SOFTWARE COM. DOC. NO. 69) OBSOLETE BY MSPM BE.5,07

26FEB65 M0012 MIT DESIGN NOTEBOOK APPENDIX C - 636 SEGMENTATION COULASER (SOFTWARE COM. DOC. NO. 71) OBSOLETE BY G0029

05MAR65 M0025 MIT DESIGN NOTEBOOK APPENDIX K - KEYPUNCH PROGRAMS SALTZER, J.H. (SOFTWARE COM. DOC. NO. 79) OBSOLETE BY 10FEB66

11MAR65 M0013 MIT DESIGN NOTEBOOK APPENDIX C - REVISION TO M0012 COULASER (SOFTWARE COM. DOC. NO. 82) OBSOLETE BY G0029

18MAR65 M0026 MIT DESIGN NOTEBOOK APPENDIX L - DATAMPT-30 PROGRAM (MAC-229) DUNTHORPE, S.D. OBSOLETE BY CONFIGURAT CHANGE

30MAR65 M0004 MIT DESIGN NOTEBOOK SECTION III - 636 BSA STEINER, (ET AL.) OBSOLETE BY BE.5,07

01APR65 MDM NO.15 THE ASSOCIATIVE MEMORY CYCLES OBSOLETE BY 29FEB66

05APR65 MDM NO.14 THE APPENDING MECHANISM OBSOLETE BY 29FEB66

30APR65 M0028 MIT DESIGN NOTEBOOK APPENDIX M - GE-636 SEGMENTATION ZIEGELER, (ET AL.) OBSOLETE BY MSPM BE.5,11

03MAY65 M0005 MIT DESIGN NOTEBOOK SECTION III - 636 BSA, LINKER (REVISION 1) STEINER, W.L., GRAHAM, R.M. (SOFTWARE COM. DOC. NO. 93) OBSOLETE BY 30JUN66

03MAY65 M0031 MFL DESIGN JOURNAL NO. 1 EARLY MFL SUBSET MORRIS, R., MCELROY, W.D. (SOFTWARE COM. DOC. NO. 84) OBSOLETE BY B0044

06MAY65 MDM NO.16 THE MEMORY INTERFACE LOGIC OBSOLETE BY 7MAR66
12MAY65 M0032 EPL DESIGN JOURNAL NO. 2 DATA LAYOUTS IN ENFL GE-636 McILROY, M.D. (SOFTWARE COM. DOC. NO. 95) OBSOLETED BY B005
13MAY65 MSPM BB, 1,00 DOCUMENTATION CONVENTIONS OBSOLETED BY 23JUL65 BB, 1,00
19MAY65 M0009 MIT DESIGN NOTEBOOK SECTION VII - 636 FILE SYSTEM DAILY (SOFTWARE COM. DOC. NO. 100) OBSOLETED BY M0050
25MAY65 M0022 MIT DESIGN NOTEBOOK APPENDIX I - OBSOLETED BY MSPM BC, 2,00 - A PROPOSED CHARACTER SET FOR THE GE-636 CORBATO, F.J., MORRIS, R. (SOFTWARE COM. DOC. NO. 101)
25MAY65 M0041 M4 STATUS S/JSTORE AND RESTORE FOLLOWING PAGE FAULTS DURING THE NORMAL MODE OF OPERATION OBSOLETED BY 23FEB66
28MAY65 M0033 THOUGHTS ON PAGING, J.C. (SOFTWARE COM. DOC. NO. 113) OBSOLETED BY M0050
31MAY65 M0038 SCHEDULING, MONITORING, AND TIME ACCOUNTING BULTZER OBSOLETED BY M0054, M0056
02JUN65 M0014 MIT DESIGN NOTEBOOK APPENDIX C - Fault APPETTOIRE EPSTEIN, (ET AL.) OBSOLETED BY B0012
24JUN65 M0011 MIT DESIGN NOTEBOOK APPENDIX B - SYSTEM CONFIGURATION WEIL OBSOLETED BY M0048
00JUL65 M0036 OBSOLETED BY B0004 EPL FILE ORGANIZATION
07JUL65 M0037 BTL MULTICS NEWSLETTER, NO. 1 NEUMANN, P.G. OBSOLETE
08JUL65 M0029 M0029 MIT DESIGN NOTEBOOK APPENDIX O - PLANS FOR USING THE 6,36 GRAHAM, R.N. (SOFTWARE COM. DOC. NO. 112) OBSOLETED BY MSPM BE, 5,00
09JUL65 M0023 MIT DESIGN NOTEBOOK APPENDIX I - SUPPLEMENT NO. 1 CORBATO, F.J., MORRIS, R. (SOFTWARE COM. DOC. NO. 114) OBSOLETED BY MSPM BC, 2
09JUL65 MSPM BY, 0,02 STANDARD COMMAND TECHNIQUES OBSOLETED BY 7OCT65 BX, 0,02
13JUL65 M0035 BTL MULTICS MESSAGEMONGER, NO. 1 NEUMANN, P.G. OBSOLETE
14JUL65 M0039 OBSOLETED BY B0021 DEBUGGING AND MULTICS BROWN, W.S.
15JUL65 MSPM BTL FILE OBSOLETED BY 23JUL65
23JUL65 MSPM BA, 3,00 DOCUMENTATION CONVENTIONS CRISHAM, P. OBSOLETED BY 19MAY66
23JUL65 MSPM BB, 1,00 DOCUMENTATION CONVENTIONS CRISHAM, P. OBSOLETED BY BA, 3,00 19MAY66
23JUL65 MSPM BTB FILE OBSOLETED BY 06AUG65
27JUL65 M0036 BTL MULTICS MESSAGEMONGER, NO. 2 NEUMANN, P.G. OBSOLETE
06AUG65 MSPM BTL FILE OBSOLETED BY 22OCT65
06AUG65 MSPM BE, 5,00 OVERVIEW OF THE 6,36 OPERATING SYSTEM OBSOLETED BY 22OCT65 BE, 5,00
06AUG65 MSPM BE, 5,01 INTRODUCTION TO GECOS OBSOLETED BY 10FEB66
06AUG65 MSPM BE, 5,02 6,36 AND THE CTSS FILE SYSTEM FENICHEL, R. OBSOLETED BY BE, 5,00 06FEB66
06AUG65 MSPM BE, 5,03 MERGE-EDITOR OBSOLETED BY 22OCT65 BE, 5,03
06AUG65  MSPM BE.5,04 SUMMARY OF GECONS ACTIVITIES IN 6,36 JOB - OBSoLETED BY 22OCT65
06AUG65  MSPM BE.5,05 OPERATORS GUIDE TO THE 6,36 - OBSoLETED BY 22OCT65 BE.5,05
06AUG65  MSPM BE.5,06 INITIALIZER - OBSoLETED BY 22OCT65 BE.5,06
06AUG65  MSPM BE.5,07 BOOTSTRAP ASSEMBLER - OBSoLETED BY 22OCT65 BE.5,07
06AUG65  MSPM BE.5,08 PACKER - OBSoLETED BY 22OCT65 BE.5,08
06AUG65  MSPM BE.5,09 MARKER - OBSoLETED BY 25FEB66 BE.7,06
06AUG65  MSPM BE.5,10 LOADER - OBSoLETED BY 22OCT65 BE.5,10
06AUG65  MSPM BE.5,11 SIMULATOR - OBSoLETED BY 22OCT65 BE.5,11
06AUG65  MSPM BE.5,12 SPECIAL SEGMENTS - OBSoLETED BY 22OCT65 BE.5,12
06AUG65  MSPM BE.5,13 DUMPER - OBSoLETED BY 22OCT65 BE.5,13
06AUG65  MSPM BE.5,14 GETBUG FENICHEL,R. OBSoLETED BY BE.5,06 02MAR66
06AUG65  MSPM BE.5,15 EPRINT - OBSoLETED BY 22OCT65 BE.5,15
09AUG65  B0005 EPL DESIGN JOURNAL NO. 4 MCILOY,H.D., OBSoLETE IN PART
10AUG65  B0003 SOME THOUGHTS ABOUT THE TRAP HANDLER FOR 645 MULTICS JONES,CHESTER OBSoLETED BY B0025
13AUG65  MSPM BD.7,02 CALL, SAVF, AND RETURN SEQUENCES FOR ORDINARY SLAVE PROCEDURES - OBSoLETED BY 21OCT65
20AUG65  M0042 SHELL - STATUS REPORT SCHROEDER, (ET AL,) (OBSoLETED BY MSPM BY .0)
23AUG65  M0043 FILE SYSTEM - STATUS REPORT - OBSoLETED BY M0050
23AUG65  M0046 TRAP, SCHEDULING, ACCOUNTING - STATUS REPORT SALTZER OBSoLETED BY M0056
24AUG65  M0045 LINKER - STATUS REPORT JOHNSON OBSoLETED BY MSPM BD.7
27AUG65  B0001 BTL MULTICS MESSAGEMONGER, NO.3 TAGEF,B.A., OBSoLETE
27AUG65  G0003 OBSoLETED BY B0020 MAP 645 KIMMAN,T.A.
30AUG65  G0002 GE COMPUTER CONFERENCE - 645 PROGRAMMING DEVELOPMENT VANCE,E.R., OBSoLETE
30AUG65  G0005 THE 636 SIMULATOR PACKAGE ZIEGLER,G.G., OBSoLETED BY MSPM BE.5,11
00SEP65  B0006 EPL DESIGN JOURNAL NO. 5 PL/I T/O SYSTEM INTERFACE SPECIFICATIONS LANDWEBER,L.H. OBSoLETED BY B0031
00SEP65  B0004 OBSoLETED BY M0047
00SEP65  B0007 OBSoLETED BY M0048
00SEP65  G0001 BOOTSTRAP ASSEMBLER - ESA OBSoLETED BY BE.5,07
17SEP65  B0011 BTL MULTICS MESSAGEMONGER, NO.4 TAGEF,B.A., OBSoLETE
MDM NO.22 INTERRUPT RECOGNITION AND SERVICING IN THE GF-645 PROCESSOR OBSELETE BY 07MAR66

BOO12 FAULT HANDLING IN 645 MULTICS JONES, CHESTER OBSELETE BY B0025

G0009 6.45 ON-LINE PROGRAMMING SYSTEM USERS MANUAL BUSCH, H.D., AND MC GEACHIE, J.S. OBSELETE

BOO14 OBSELETE BY B0018 BTL, GE, MIT MULTICS PERMUTED INDEX ANGOTTI, M.J.

MSPH BC, 2, 0 Obsolete by 21OCT65 BC, 2, 00

MSPH BX, 0, 01 THE SHELL SCHROEDER, S Obselete by 19OCT65

BOO15 OBSELETE BY B0019 MULTICS PERSONNEL AND WORK ASSIGNMENTS AT BTL TAGELE, B.A.

BOO16 BTL MULTICS MESSAGEMONGER, NO. 5 TAGELE, B.A. OBSELETE

04OCT65 PPS G1OC 43A160277 OBSELETE BY 01APR66

07OCT65 MSPH BX, 0, 02 STANDARD COMMAND TECHNIQUES SCHROEDER, G. DRAFT OBSELETE BY 30DEC65

12OCT65 MDM NO. 8 STORE CONTROL UNIT (SCU) INSTRUCTION OBSELETE BY 28FEB66

15OCT65 BOO17 GE-645 MNEONICS AND OPERATION CODES OBSELETE BY G0046

MO051 EPL MANUAL DRAFT OBSELETE BY B0044

18OCT65 MSPH BD, 7, 01 LINKAGE SECTION - OBSELETE BY 21OCT65 BD, 7, 01

18OCT65 MSPH BX, 0, 01 THE SHELL SCHROEDER, G., S Obselete by 21OCT65

21OCT65 MSPH BC, 2, 00 CHARACTER SET CORBATO, F.J. OBSELETE BY BC, 2, 04 02JAN66

21OCT65 MSPH BD, 7, 01 LINKAGE SECTION GRAHAM, R.M. OBSELETE BY 08APR66

21OCT65 MSPH BD, 7, 02 CALL, SAVE, AND RETURN SEQUENCES FOR ORDINARY SLAVE PROCEDURES GRAHAM, R.M. OBSELETE BY 04APR66

21OCT65 MSPH BX, 0, 01 THE SHELL SCHROEDER, G., S Obselete by 21OCT65 NUMBER CHANGED TO BX, 2, 00 OBSELETE BY 10SEP66

21OCT65 MSPH BX, 2, 00 THE SHELL SCHROEDER, G., S Obselete by BX, 0, 01 F Obselete by 10SEP66

22OCT65 MSPH BS, 5, 00 OVERVIEW OF THE 6, 36 OPERATING SYSTEM FENICHEL, R. OBSELETE BY 08FEB66

22OCT65 MSPH BS, 5, 03 MERGE-EDITOR PROGRAM BY VARIAN, L. DOCUMENT BY FENICHEL, R. OBSELETE BY BS, 5, 02 18FEB66

22OCT65 MSPH BS, 5, 04 SUMMARY OF GECOS ACTIVITIES IN 6, 36 JOB FENICHEL, R. OBSELETE BY BS, 5, 01 10FEB66

22OCT65 MSPH BS, 5, 06 INITIALIZER JOEL, D.E. OBSELETE BY BS, 7, 04 02MAR66

22OCT65 MSPH BS, 5, 07 BOOTSTRAP ASSEMBLER - BSA HATCLIFF, L.B., STEINER, W.S., JOEL, D.E. OBSELETE BY BS, 7, 02 09MAR66

22OCT65 MSPH BS, 5, 08 PACKER MYERS, J. OBSELETE BY BS, 7, 05 02MAR66

22OCT65 MSPH BS, 5, 09 MARKER JOEL, D.E. OBSELETE BY BS, 7, 06 25FEB66
02JAN66 MSCP BC, 2, 03 ERASE AND KILL CHARACTER CONVENTIONS SALTZER, J.H., STRACHEN, C., OBSOLETED BY 27JAN66
02JAN66 MSCP BC, 2, 04 CHARACTER ESCAPE CONVENTIONS CORBITO, F.J., MORRIS, R., SALTZER, J.H., OBSOLETED BY 04APR66
06JAN66 G0017 MULTICS DISTRIBUTION MCGEE, R.C., OBSOLETED BY B0058
06JAN66 MSCP BE, 6, 01 64,5 DRIVER JOEL, D.E., OBSOLETED BY 10MAR66
06JAN66 MSCP BE, 6, 02 64,5 DUMPEF NGUYEN, VAN BINGH, OBSOLETED BY 10MAR66
12JAN66 G0014 MULTICS DISTRIBUTION - PPS LISTING MCGEE, R.C., OBSOLETED BY B0030
13JAN66 MSCP BE, 8, 02 PAGE MANAGEMENT FOR THE PSEUDO-SUPERVISOR JOHNSON, D.H., OBSOLETED BY 28JUN66
14JAN66 MSCP BE, 8, 01 LINKER FOR THE PSEUDO-SUPERVISOR JOHNSON, D.H., OBSOLETED BY 28JUN66
14JAN66 MSCP BE, 8, 03 SEGMENT MANAGEMENT FOR THE PSEUDO-SUPERVISOR JOHNSON, D.H., OBSOLETED BY 29JAN66
14JAN66 MSCP BE, 8, 04 LINKAGE BUILDING FOR ORDINARY SLAVE PROCEDURES IN THE PSEUDO-SUPERVISOR JOHNSON, D.H., OBSOLETED BY 30JUN66
14JAN66 MSCP BX, 8, 00 FILE SYSTEM COMMANDS CUSHING, C.A., OBSOLETE
14JAN66 MSCP BX, 8, 01 MODIFY THE ACCESS CONTROL INFORMATION FOR A FILE CUSHING, C.A., OBSOLETE
14JAN66 MSCP BX, 8, 02 ITEMIZE CONTENTS OF FILE DIRECTORI CUSHING, C.A., OBSOLETE
14JAN66 MSCP BX, 8, 03 STATUS INFORMATION ABOUT SPECIFIC DIRECTORI ENTRY CUSHING, C.A., OBSOLETE
14JAN66 MSCP BX, 8, 04 MODIFY A FILE DIRECTORI CUSHING, C.A., OBSOLETE
14JAN66 MSCP BX, 8, 05 GET AN OUTLINE OF THE TREE STRUCTURE CUSHING, C.A., OBSOLETE
14JAN66 MSCP BX, 8, 06 CHANGE THE WORKING DIRECTORY CUSHING, C.A., OBSOLETE
20JAN66 MSCP BD, 7, 03 CALL, SAVE, AND RETURN SEQUENCES FOR EXECUTE-ONLY AND MASTER MODE PROCEDURES GRAHAM, R.M., OBSOLETED BY 20SEP66
20JAN66 MSCP BDS, 7, 00 BD, 7, 00 OBSOLETED BY 21FEB66
26JAN66 G0018 PPS EPS ANNOUNCEMENT MCGEE, R.C., OBSOLETED BY B0030
26JAN66 G0019 PPS EPS ANNOUNCEMENT MCGEE, R.C., OBSOLETED BY B0030
26JAN66 G0020 ANNOUNCEMENT OF EPS PRELIMINARY MASS STORAGE UNIT MODULE MCGEE, R.C., OBSOLETED BY B0030
26JAN66 B0040 DRAFT OF EPL I/O DESCRIPTION PFENNING, D.B., OBSOLETED BY B0044
27JAN66 G0021 ANNOUNCEMENT OF M50EB00098, 43A126642 OBSOLETED BY 0058
27JAN66 MSCP BC, 2, 01 CHARACTER SET CORBITO, F.J., MORRIS, R., SALTZER, J.H., OBSOLETED BY 08NOV66
27JAN66 MSCP BC, 2, 02 ON THE INTERPRETATION OF ASCII CHARACTER STREAMS WITHIN MULTICS SALTZER, J.H., STRACHEN, C., OBSOLETED BY 11AUG66
27JAN66 MSPM BC, 2.03 ERASE AND KILL CHARACTER CONVENTIONS SALTER, J. H. OBSOLETED BY 12AUG66
27JAN66 G0023 ANNOUNCEMENT OF MSPM NO. 6 ADDITIONAL MAINTENANCE PANEL FEATURES FAULT LOGIC McGEE, R. C. OBSOLETED BY BOO41
28JAN66 ESS GE-645 PROTOTYPE SYSTEM M50-8000105 OBSOLETED BY 15FEB67
31JAN66 MSPM BG, 0.00 SUMMARY OF THE BASIC FILE SYSTEM DALEY, R. C. OBSOLETED BY 02MAY66
31JAN66 MSPM BG, 5.00 THE CORE MAP NEUMANN, P. G. OBSOLETED BY 06JUN66
31JAN66 MSPM BG, 6.00 CORE CONTROL NEUMANN, P. G. OBSOLETED BY 06JUN66
31JAN66 MSPM BG, 6.01 THE BASIC CARTOLOGER NEUMANN, P. G. OBSOLETED BY 06JUN66
31JAN66 MSPM BG, 6.02 THE RELINKER NEUMANN, P. G. OBSOLETED BY BG, 6.05 06JUN66
31JAN66 MSPM BG, 6.03 THE PARAMETERIZERS NEUMANN, P. G. OBSOLETED BY BG, 6.06 06JUN66
31JAN66 MSPM BG, 6.04 THE REPLENISHER NEUMANN, P. G. OBSOLETED BY BG, 6.03 06JUN66
31JAN66 MSPM BG, 6.05 THE CONTIGUATOR NEUMANN, P. G. OBSOLETED BY BG, 6.04 06JUN66
31JAN66 MSPM BG, 12.00 I/O QUEUES (O) CRISHAN, P. OBSOLETED BY 02JUN66
07FEB66 BOO30 BTL, GE, M(TICS PERMUTED INDEX AMSEOTT, W. J. OBSOLETED BY BOO69
07FEB66 MSPM BX, 12.01 SETTING OF EXISTING OPTIONS MARTIN, K. OBSOLETE
07FEB66 MSPM BX, 12.02 CREATION OF OPTIONS NEWOPT MARTIN, K. OBSOLETED BY 23JAN67
02FEB66 MDM NO. 19 THE MODES OF EXECUTION (MASTER/SLAVY) AND THE MODES OF ADDRESS (ABSOLUTE/APPEND)
03FEB66 30024 ANNOUNCEMENT OF TEST SPEC. 7/9 CHANNEL MAGNETIC TAPE CONTROLLER 43A159180 McGEE, R. C. OBSOLETED BY BOO41
03FEB66 MSPM BG, 1.00 THE SEGMENT NAME TABLE (SNV) DALEY, R. C. OBSOLETED BY 09MAY66
03FEB66 MSPM BG, 4.00 PAGE CONTROL DALEY, R. C. OBSOLETED BY 01JUN66
03FEB66 MSPM BG, 7.00 DIRECTORY DATA BASE CUSHING, C. THOMPSON, H. R. OBSOLETED BY 11MAY66
03FEB66 MSPM BG, 9.00 ACCESS CONTROL CUSHING, C. A. THOMPSON, H. R. OBSOLETED BY 21JUN66
03FEB66 MSPM BX, 12.00 OPTION SETTING MARTIN, K. OBSOLETED BY 18JAN67
04FEB66 MSPM BG, 2.00 THE ACTIVE SEGMENT TABLE (AST) DALEY, R. C. OBSOLETED BY 27MAY66
04FEB66 MSPM BG, 8.00 DIRECTORY CONTROL CUSHING, C. A. OBSOLETED BY 10MAY66
07FEB66 MSPM BG, 8.01 DIRECTORY MAINTAINER CUSHING, C. A. OBSOLETED BY 17MAY66
08FEB66 MSPM BG, 8.02 DIRECTORY SUPERVISOR CUSHING, C. OBSOLETED BY 24MAY66
09FEB66 MSPM BE, 5.04 6.36 DUMPER JOEL, D. E. OBSOLETED BY 14JUN66
09FEB66 MSPM BG, 10.00 THE ACTIVE FILE TABLE (AFT) CRISHAN, P. A. OBSOLETED BY 01JUN66
14FEB66 G0025 MAC DESIGN DISTRIBUTION MCGEE,R.C., OBSOLETE BY 00041

14FEB66 G0026 ANNOUNCEMENT OF M50EB00001 = COMMON DESIGN REQUIREMENTS FOR COMPUTER DEPARTMENT PRODUCTS MCGEE,R.C., OBSOLETE BY 00041

18FEB66 MPSM BE.5.02 MERGE-EDITOR BENSOUSSAN,A., OBSOLETE BY 18APR66

18FEB66 MPSM BE.5.07 ASCII FORMAT FILE EDITOR (EDA) MORRIS,E., SALTZER,J.H., OBSOLETE BY 09DEC66

18FEB66 MPSM BE.3.00 SEGMENT CONTROL DALEY,R.C., OBSOLETE BY 03JUN66

18FEB66 MPSM BE.13.00 I/O QUEUE CONTROL (QC) CRISMAN,P., OBSOLETE BY 01JUN66

18FEB66 MPSM BE.16.00 LOCKING AND BLOCKING IN THE BASIC FILE SYSTEM CUSHING,C.A., OBSOLETE BY BG.18.00 27MAY66

18FEB66 MPSM BX.12.03 DELETIONS OF OPTIONS DELOFT SMITH,P., OBSOLET

21FEB66 MPSM BTABLE OBSOLETE BY 11MAR66

23FEB66 G0028 ANNOUNCEMENT OF M50EB00003 = 300 CPM HIGH SPEED CARD PUNCH OBSOLETE BY 00058

25FEB66 MPSM BE.5.05 TSS PRINTABLE FILES = 6PRINT EVANS,A., OBSOLETE

10MAR66 MPSM BE.6.01 64.5 DRIVER JOEL,D.E., OBSOLETE BY 06JUL66

11MAR66 MPSM BTABLE OBSOLETE BY 08APR66

18MAR66 MPSM BTABLE OBSOLETE BY 16APR66

21MAR66 MPSM BE.7.07 LOADER BARTLETT,W.S., OBSOLETE BY 30JUN66

26MAR66 B0041 CURRENT BIL, GE, MIT MULTICS PERMUTED INDEX TAGUE,B.A., ANSOTIT,N.J., OBSOLETE BY 00058

00APR66 G0027 ANNOUNCEMENT OF M50EB00041 = MDS300 MAGNETIC DRUM SUBSYSTEM (FAIRCHILD) OBSOLETE BY 00058

08APR66 G0028 ANNOUNCEMENT OF M50EB00003 = 300 CPM HIGH SPEED CARD PUNCH OBSOLETE BY 00058

08APR66 MPSM BTABLE OBSOLETE BY 15APR66

08APR66 MPSM BD.7.01 LINKAGE SECTION GRAHAM,R., OBSOLETE BY 30JUN66

08APR66 MPSM BE.5.08 USE OF EPL COMPILER IN CTSS EVANS,A., OBSOLETE BY BW.3.01 05JUL66

08APR66 MPSM BX.9.01 CONTEXT EDITOR GARRAN,C., OBSOLETE BY 03AUG66

15APR66 MPSM BTABLE OBSOLETE BY 22APR66

15APR66 MPSM BE.11.00 ON - LIMF CHARACTER STREAM INPUT/OUTPUT FOR INTERACTION WITH SIMULATED 645 PROGRAMS SLOBBEN,D.H., OBSOLETE BY 21DEC66

18APR66 MPSM BE.5.02 MERGE-EDITOR BENSOUSSAN,A., OBSOLETE BY 30DEC66

22APR66 MPSM BTABLE OBSOLETE BY 06MAY66

22APR66 G0032 ANNOUNCEMENT OF GIGC MANUAL 43A160277 MCGEE,R.C., OBSOLETE BY 00058
02 MAY 66  MSPM BK,0.00 SUMMARY OF THE BASIC FILE SYSTEM DALEY,R.C., NEUMANN,P.G. OBSOLETE BY 13 DEC 66
04 MAY 66  MSPM BK,8.00 OVERVIEW OF THE PSEUDO-SUPERVISOR JOHNSON,D.H. OBSOLETE BY 23 JUN 66
04 MAY 66  G0033 ANNOUNCEMENT OF 43A145285, 43A127567, 43A145284 MGEEF,R.C. OBSOLETE BY R0058
06 MAY 66  MSPM BTALF OBSOLETE BY 27 MAY 66
10 MAY 66  MSPM BK,10.00 THE ELEMENTARY FILE SYSTEM LEVINSON,D. OBSOLETE BY BE 10,01 10 JUN 66
10 MAY 66  MSPM BK,8.00 DIRECTORY CONTROL CUSHING,C.A. OBSOLETE BY 27 JAN 67
11 MAY 66  MSPM BK,7.00 DIRECTORY DATA BASE CUSHING,C.A. OBSOLETE BY 03 FEB 67
13 MAY 66  MSPM BK,7,10 645 SIMULATOR ESCAPE JOEL,D.E. OBSOLETE BY 29 JUL 66
17 MAY 66  MSPM BK,8.01 DIRECTORY MAINTAINER CUSHING,C.A. OBSOLETE BY 30 JAN 67
24 MAY 66  MSPM BK,8.02 DIRECTORY SUPERVISOR CUSHING,C.A. OBSOLETE BY 01 MAR 67
27 MAY 66  MSPM BTALF OBSOLETE BY 15 JUL 66
27 MAY 66  MSPM BK,2.00 THE SYSTEM SEGMENT TABLES DALEY,R.C., KREKELER,G.B. OBSOLETE BY 04 MAR 67
27 MAY 66  MSPM BK,1.00 MULTICS COMMAND LANGUAGE EASTWOOD,D., SCHROEDER,G., SOBECKI,N. OBSOLETE BY 15 SEP 66
01 JUN 66  B0058 CURRENT BTL, GE, MIT, MULTICS PERMUTED INDEX ANGOTT,J., OBSOLETE BY B0070
02 JUN 66  M0067 CURRENT STATUS OF THE EPL TRANSLATOR EVANS,A. OBSOLETE BY M0068 28 JUN 66
02 JUN 66  MSPM BK,1.01 THE PROCESSOR DATA SEGMENT JONES,C. OBSOLETE
02 JUN 66  MSPM BK,1.02 THE PROCESSOR DATA BLOCK SALTER,J.K. OBSOLETE BY 10 M AR 67
02 JUN 66  MSPM BK,1.04 THE PROCESSOR COMMUNICATION TABLE JONES,C. (NOW BK,4.01) OBSOLETE BY 02 OCT 67
06 JUN 66  MSPM BK,5.00 THE CORE MAP NEUMANN,P.G. OBSOLETE BY 05 APR 67
06 JUN 66  MSPM BK,6.00 CORE CONTROL NEUMANN,P.G. OBSOLETE BY 05 APR 67
06 JUN 66  MSPM BK,6.03 THE REPLENISHER NEUMANN,P.G. OBSOLETE BY 05 APR 67
06 JUN 66  MSPM BK,6.04 THE CONTIGUATOR NEUMANN,P.G. OBSOLETE BY 05 APR 67
06 JUN 66  MSPM BK,6.06 THE PARAMETIZERS NEUMANN,P.G., WAGNER,M.R. OBSOLETE BY 05 APR 67
10 JUN 66  MSPM BK,1.00 PARAMETER TYPE INFORMATION EASTWOOD,D., SCHROEDER,G., SOBECKI,N. OBSOLETE BY 07 SEP 66
21 JUN 66  MSPM BK,9.00 ACCESS CONTROL CUSHING,C.A. THOMPSON,M.R. OBSOLETE BY 28 DEC 66
23 JUN 66  MSPM BK,8.00 OVERVIEW OF THE PSEUDO-SUPERVISOR JOHNSON,D.H. OBSOLETE BY 13 OCT 66
28 JUN 66  MSPM BK,8.01 LINKER FOR THE PSEUDO-SUPERVISOR JOHNSON,D.H. OBSOLETE BY 13 OCT 66
28 JUN 66  M0068 CURRENT STATUS OF EPL EVANS,A. OBSOLETE BY M0069
13SEP66  BOO72  COMPRENDSM OF FPL LIBRARY DESCRIPTION NYDE, J.P., OBSOLETED BY BOO86 15JUN67
13SEP66  MSCP BJ, 5.01 THE PROCESS SWITCHING MODULE RAPPAPORT, R.I., OBSOLETED BY 24MAR67
13SEP66  MSCP BK, 3.03 THE FAULT INTERCEPTOR JONES, C., OBSOLETED BY 29SEP67
15SEP66  MSCP BY, 2.05 INTERNAL I/O SYSTEM INTERFACE (PRINCIPALLY THE DIMG/IMG INTERFACE) ZIEGLER, G.G., OBSOLETE
20SEP66  MSCP BD, 7.02 CALL,SAVE,AND RETURN SEQUENCES FOR ORDINARY SLAVE PROCEDURES GRAHAM, R.M., OBSOLETED BY 30JUN67
20SEP66  MSCP BD, 7.03 CALL,SAVE,AND RETURN SEQUENCES FOR EXECUTE-ONLY AND MASTER MODE PROCEDURES GRAHAM, R.M., OBSOLETED BY 14JUL67
10CT66  MSCP BL, 1.01 SYSTEM INITIALIZATION AND BOOTSTRAP BENSOUSSAN, A. (NOW BC. 4.01) OBSOLETED BY 24MAR67
20CT66  MSCP BSTABLE OBSOLETED BY 03NOV66
21CT66  MSCP BL, 1.00 OVERVIEW OF THE BOOTLOAD BENSOUSSAN, A. (NOW BL. 4.00) OBSOLETED BY 25MAR67
21CT66  MSCP BL, 1.02 BOOTSTRAP LOADER BENSOUSSAN, A. (NOW BL. 4.01) OBSOLETED BY 24MAR67
01NOV66  MSCP BB, 5.02 RESERVED EXTERNAL SYMBOLS GRAHAM, R.M., OBSOLETED BY 30MAR67
02NOV66  MSCP BB, 5.00 MULTICS NAME REGISTRY GRAHAM, P.M., OBSOLETED BY 30MAR67
03NOV66  MSCP BSTABLE OBSOLETED BY 18NOV66
04NOV66  BOO75  COMPRENDSM OF PL/I (FPL) RUN-TIME LIBRARY NYDE, J.P., OBSOLETED BY BOO86 15JUN67
10NOV66  MSCP BC, 2.06 MULTICS CARD PUNCH CODES AND RELATION BETWEEN ASCII AND BCDIC SALTEZER, J.H., OBSOLETED BY BB, 3.02
30MAR67
10NOV66  MSCP BC, 2.04 CHARACTER ESCAPE CONVENTIONS COREATO, F.J., MORRIS, R., SALTEZER, J.H., OBSOLETED BY 24FEB67
18NOV66  MSCP BSTABLE OBSOLETED BY 25NOV66
25NOV66  MSCP BSTABLE OBSOLETED BY 21DEC66
25NOV66  MSCP BC, 1.01 MINIMUM CONFIGURATIONS AND CONFIGURATION RESTRICTIONS FOR MULTICS OPERATION SALTEZER, J.H., OBSOLETED
BY 20JUL67 (BJ. 4.01)
06DEC66  MSCP BC, 1.04 INTERRUPT CELL ASSIGNMENT SALTEZER, J.H., FRICK, R. OBSOLETED BY 21NOV67
06DEC66  MSCP BF, 20.03 SUMMARY OF GIM CALLS AND DATA BASES DALEY, R.C., DUNTEM, R.C., OBSOLETED BY 08FEB67
08DEC66  BOO76 OLD TEXT EDITOR THOMPSON, K., OBSOLETED BY BOO80 20FEB67
20DEC66  BOO77 CURRENT BDL, GE,MIT MULTICS PERMUTED INDEX SERIDO, J.A., OBSOLETED BY 10FEB67
21DEC66  MOO84 DIRECTIONS FOR USE OF THE 6.36 AND 64.5 PROGRAMMER UTILIZATION FORMS GRAHAM, R.M., OBSOLETED BY MCR-21 14JUN67
21DEC66  MSCP BSTABLE OBSOLETED BY 13JAN67
30DEC66  MSCP BE, 5.02 MERGE-EDITOR KERNEGHAM, B., MORRIS, R., OBSOLETED BY 27OCT67
05JUN67 MSPM BY 13.02 GENERATE PTR BOYD,D.L., OBSOLETE BY 09NOV67
07JUN67 MSPM BL 8.00 HARDCORE I/O INITIALIZATION DAIYI,R.C., WIDRIG,D.R., OBSOLETE BY 17AUG67
14JUN67 MSPM MCB-22 MULTICS SEGMENT LIBRARY SPALL,J., OBSOLETE BY 23JUN67
15JUN67 MSPM BTABLE OBSOLETE BY 30JUN67
15JUN67 MSPM B, 3.00 645 SEGMENT DUMP GINETELL,J. OBSOLETE BY 07DEC67
19JUN67 MSPM BX 14.02 ELIMINATION OF INTRA-SEGMENT LINKS IN BOUND SEGMENTS THOMAS,R.H., OBSOLETE BY 08NOV67
23JUN67 MCB-23 MULTICS SEGMENT LIBRARY SPALL,J. OBSOLETE BY 29JUN67
30JUN67 B0087 CURRENT BTL, GE, MIT, MULTICS PERMUTED INDEX SEIDDO,J.A., OBSOLETE BY 00090 19SEP67
30JUN67 MSPM BTABLE OBSOLETE BY 06JUL67
06JUL67 MCB-25 MULTICS SEGMENT LIBRARY SPALL,J. OBSOLETE BY 10JUL67
06JUL67 MSPM BTABLE OBSOLETE BY 25JUL67
07JUL67 MSPM BY 13.03 LINK CHANGE BOYD,D.L., JOHNSON,D.H. OBSOLETE BY 03NOV67
10JUL67 MCB-26 MULTICS SEGMENT LIBRARY SPALL,J. OBSOLETE BY 17JUL67
11JUL67 MSPM BF 20.01 DCM/GIM INTERFACE SPECIFICATIONS MAGNUSKY, M.S., WIDRIG,D.R. OBSOLETE BY 01DEC67
11JUL67 MSPM BF 20.04 SUMMARY OF GIOC INTERFACE MODULE INTERNAL CALLS WIDRIG,D.R. OBSOLETE BY 01DEC67
12JUL67 MSPM BF 20.05 ERRORS DETECTED BY THE GIOC INTERFACE MODULE WIDRIG,D.R. OBSOLETE BY 01DEC67
18JUL67 MCB-30 MULTICS SEGMENT LIBRARY SPALL,J. OBSOLETE BY 27JUL67
18JUL67 MSPM BY 12.02 VALIDATION-LEVEL UTILITY ROUTINES GET LEVEL, SET LEVEL PAILFISKY, M.A. OBSOLETE BY 07DEC67
19JUL67 MSPM BF 20.02 SUMMARY OF THE INTERNAL STRUCTURE OF THE GIM WIDRIG,D.R., DUNTEM,S.D. OBSOLETE BY 01DEC67
19JUL67 MSPM BF 20.09 GIM - BASIC CONCEPTS WIDRIG,D.R., DUNTEM,S.D. OBSOLETE BY 01DEC67
19JUL67 MSPM BF 20.10 GIM - SETUP AND MAINTENANCE WIDRIG,D.R., DUNTEM,S.D. OBSOLETE BY 01DEC67
19JUL67 MSPM BF 20.11 GIM - LIST EDITING AND ACTIVATION WIDRIG,D.R., DUNTEM,S.D. OBSOLETE BY 01DEC67
19JUL67 MSPM BF 20.12 GIM - INTERRUPT HANDLING AND STATUS REQUESTS WIDRIG,D.R., DUNTEM,S.D. OBSOLETE BY 01DEC67
19JUL67 MSPM BF 20.13 GIM - MISCELLANEOUS WIDRIG,D.R., DUNTEM,S.D. OBSOLETE BY 01DEC67
23AUG67 MSPM BTABLE OBSOLETE BY 29SEP67
25JUL67 MSPM BTABLE OBSOLETE BY 23AUG67
27JUL67 MCB-33 MULTICS SEGMENT LIBRARY SPALL,J. OBSOLETE BY 31JUL67
31JUL67 MCB-35 MULTICS SEGMENT LIBRARY SPALL,J. OBSOLETE BY 03AUG67
03AUG67 MCB-39 MULTICS SEGMENT LIBRARY SPALL,J. OBSOLETE BY 15AUG67
07AUG67 MSPM BY .12.01 WHO CALLED SOBECKI,R;J. OBSOLETE BY 21AUG67
12SEP67 BO009 BTL. GE. MIT MULTICS PERNUTED INDEX HISTORY GORDOJ.,A. OBSOLETE BY BO009 08JAN68
19SEP67 BO090 CURRENT BTL. GE. MIT MULTICS PERNUTED INDEX SERIDO,J.;A. OBSOLETE BY BO094 08JAN68
19SEP67 BO091 BTL. GE. MIT MULTICS PERNUTED INDEX OBSOLETE DOCUMENTS SERIDO,J.;A. OBSOLETE BY BO096 08JAN68
27SEP67 MSPM BR.5.14 PRINT OUT LINKS IN TEXT AND LINK FILE PRUNK SAVED VAN VLECK,T.;WIDRIG,D. OBSOLETE BY 17NOV67
27SEP67 MSPM BD.6.10 PROCESS-GROUP DIRECTORIES MARCEAU,C. OBSOLETE BY 17NOV67
29SEP67 MSPM BTABLE OBSOLETE BY 31OCT67
31OCT67 MSPM BTABLE OBSOLETE BY 30NOV67
30NOV67 MSPM BTABLE OBSOLETE BY 20DEC67
A

19 THE MODES OF EXECUTION (MASTER/SLAVE) AND THE MODES OF ADDRESS (ABSOLUTE/APPEND)  
MDM NO. 19 THE MOD  

YAR/  
MSPM BY 2.04 PREPARATION PATHNAME ENTRY NAMES  
ACCEPTABLE TO THE BASIC FILE SYSTEM SET PATH, ENTR  
TED BY 21JUN66  
MDSP RG 4.00 ACCESS CONTROL CUSHER, C.A. THOMPSON, M.R. OBSC  
TED BY 28DEC66  

A. OBSOLETE  
MSPM BX 8.01 MODIFY TOT  
ACCESS CONTROL INFORMATION FOR A FILE CUSHER,C  
M0056  
\M0046 TRAP, SCHEDULING, ACCOUNTING - STATUS REPORT SALTER OBSOLETE BY  
\M0038 SCHEDULING, MONITORING, AND TIMING  
ACCOUNTING SALTER OBSOLETE BY M0056, M0056  
Y 01JUN66  
MSPM R 4.00 ACCESS CONTROL CUSHER, C.A. THOMPSON, M.R. OBSC  
TED BY 28DEC66  
\M0048 ACCESS CONTROL CUSHER, C.A. THOMPSON, M.R. OBSC  
TED BY 28DEC66  
\M0056  
\M0048 TRAP, SCHEDULING, ACCOUNTING - STATUS REPORT SALTER OBSOLETE BY  
\M0038 SCHEDULING, MONITORING, AND TIMING  
ACCOUNTING SALTER OBSOLETE BY M0056, M0056  
Y 01JUN66  
BE 5.01 01FEB66  

\G0029 EXHAUST STATUS IN PERIPHERAL ADAPTERS BEATSON,T.J. OBSOLETE BY 06JAN67  

4  
\G0033 ERRATA AND ADDENDA TO M0051 KINNANAM,C.J. OBSOLETE BY 004  
E  
MDM NO. 10 STATUS SAFETY AND RESTORE FOLLOWING  
ADDRESS FAULTS DURING THE REPEAT LINK MODE OF GP  
MDM NO. 10, 00 THE ACTIVE FILE TABLE (AFT) CUSHER,P.A. OBSOLETE BY 01JUN66  

Q04 MIT DESIGN NOTEBOOK SECTION III = 636 BSA STEINER, (ET AL.) OBSOLETE BY BE 5,07  
\M0042 SHELL - STATUS REPORT SCREDER, (ET AL.) OBSOLETE BY M0056  
\M0027 BIT DES  
\M0042 SHELL - STATUS REPORT SCREDER, (ET AL.) OBSOLETE BY M0056  
\M0027 BIT DES  

B005 MIT DESIGN NOTEBOOK III = 636 SEGMENTATION ZIEGLER, (ET AL.) OBSOLETE BY 01JUN66  
\M0042 SHELL - STATUS REPORT SCREDER, (ET AL.) OBSOLETE BY M0056  
\M0027 BIT DES  
\M0042 SHELL - STATUS REPORT SCREDER, (ET AL.) OBSOLETE BY M0056  
\M0027 BIT DES  

INDEX G - TRAPS, MEMORY PROTECTION, RELOCATION SALTER, (ET AL.) OBSOLETE BY M0056 /IT DESIGN NOTEBOOK APPL  
014 OBSOLETE BY 0003 BIT, GE, MIT MULTICS PERMITTED INDEX ANGOTI,N.J.  
016 OBSOLETE BY 0002 BIT, GE, MIT MULTICS PERMITTED INDEX ANGOTI,N.J.  
\G000 BIT DES  
\G000 BIT DES  

41 CURRENT BIT GE, MIT MULTICS PERMITTED INDEX TAGUE,B.A..  
ANGOTI,N.J. OBSOLETE BY 0003  
\G000 BIT DES  
\G000 BIT DES  

40 CURRENT BIT GE, MIT MULTICS PERMITTED INDEX ANGOTI,N.J. OBSOLETE BY 0004  
\G000 BIT DES  
\G000 BIT DES  

41 CURRENT BIT GE, MIT MULTICS PERMITTED INDEX ANGOTI,N.J. OBSOLETE BY 0005  
\G000 BIT DES  
\G000 BIT DES  

T MULTICS PERMITTED INDEX - LISTING OBSOLETE  
DOCUMENTS ONLY  
\G0016 FFS EPS ANNOUNCEMENT MCJEE,R.C. OBSOLETE BY 0030  
\G0019 FFS EPS ANNOUNCEMENT MCJEE,R.C. OBSOLETE BY 0030  

T MODULE MCJEE,F.C. OBSOLETE BY 0030  
OBSOLETE BY 0030  

E PANEL FEATURES FAULT LOGIC MGCE,R.C. OBSOLETE BY 0030  
OBSOLETE BY 0030  

CARD PUNCH OBSOLETE BY 0058  
CARD PUNCH OBSOLETE BY 0058  

R SUBSYSTEM (FAIRCHILD) OBSOLETE BY 0058  
BY 0058  

I DATA CONTROLLER 43A159180 MCJEE,R.C. OBSOLETE BY 0058  
\G0024 ANNOUNCEMENT OF TEST SPEC. 7/9 CHANNEL MAGNETIC  
\G0033 ANNOUNCEMENT 43A145285, 43A1472567, 43A145284  
MDM NO. 14 THE APPENDING MECHANISM OBSOLETE BY 00FE66  
55 KAR  
BY 0048  
OBSOLETE BY 0048  

R OBSOLETE BY M0012  
\M0012 MIT DESIGN NOTEBOOK APPENDIX B - STANDARD CONFIGURATION WITH OBTAINED  
\M0012 MIT DESIGN NOTEBOOK APPENDIX C - FAULT REPORT OBSOLETE  
\M0012 MIT DESIGN NOTEBOOK APPENDIX C - REVISION TO M0042 COUHR (SOFTWARE  
\M0012 MIT DESIGN NOTEBOOK APPENDIX D - A GENERALIZED FILE STRUCTURE AND I/  
\M0012 MIT DESIGN NOTEBOOK APPENDIX E - A CSS SECONDARY STORAGE RACK-UP AN  

D FILE RETRIEVAL SCHEM BAILLIE  
ORGANIZATION POWHIB,L. (SOFTW/  
\M0048 MIT DESIGN NOTEBOOK APPENDIX B - SYSTEM CONFIGURATION WITH OBTAINED  
\M0048 MIT DESIGN NOTEBOOK APPENDIX C - FAULT REPORT OBSOLETE  
\M0048 MIT DESIGN NOTEBOOK APPENDIX C - REVISION TO M0042 COUHR (SOFTWARE  
\M0048 MIT DESIGN NOTEBOOK APPENDIX D - A GENERALIZED FILE STRUCTURE AND I/  
\M0048 MIT DESIGN NOTEBOOK APPENDIX E - A CSS SECONDARY STORAGE RACK-UP AN  

}
MORRIS, R. SALZER, J. H. OBSOLETED BY 10NOV66
MORRIS, R. SALZER, J. H. OBSOLETED BY 24FEB67
MSPM BC, 2.00 CHARACTER SET CORBATO.F.J. OBSOLETED
TWEEN ASCII AND EBCDIC SALZER, J. H. OBSOLETED.
MORRIS, R. (SOFTWARE COM. DOC. NO. 114) OBSOLETED BY
OS/360 SYSTEM INITIALIZATION AND BOOTSTRAP BENSOUSSAN, A.
USANS, A. OBSOLETED BY 30JUNE67
SCHRODER, G., SOBECKI, R. OBSOLETED BY 07SEP66
PL/I TRANSLATOR WAGNER, D. B. OBSOLETED BY 21FEB
NOW BD, 4.00 OBSOLETED BY 24MAR67
PL/I TRANSLATOR WAGNER, D. B. OBSOLETED BY 25A/M
MSPM BD, 11.00 SEARCH MODULE OVERVIEW ROSENBAUM, S.L.
OBSOLETED BY 17NOV67
D, 7. 01
06APR66
07MAY67
03JUN66
ANY SLAVE PROCEDURES GRAHAM, R. M. OBSOLETED BY/
ANY SLAVE PROCESSES - OBSOLETED BY 21OCT65
ANY SLAVE PROCEDURES GRAHAM, R. M. OBSOLETED/
CES FOR ORDINARY SLAVE PROCEDURES GRAHAM, R. M. /
TRY-ONLY AND MASTER MODE PROCEDURES GRAHAM, R. M. /
TRY-ONLY AND MASTER MODE PROCEDURES GRAHAM, R. M. /
OBSOLETED BY 17NOV67
CORBATO.F.J. (SOFTWARE COM. DOC. NO. 68) OBSOLETED BY
MAGUIRE LEMKE - STATUS REPORT JOHNSON OBSOLETED BY
SALZER, J. H. MARTIN, K. J. (NOW BD, 6.00) OBSOLETED/
ISSUER
K. J., TAGUE, B. A. OBSOLETED
OBSOLETED BY 04NOV67
A, OBSOLETED BY 16NOV67
B, OBSOLETED BY BE 10.01 10JUN66
FOR INTERACTION WITH SIMULATED 645 PROGRAMS /
B, OBSOLETED BY 28SEP67
BY, 1.00 07DEC67
GRAHAM, R. (SOFTWARE COM. DOC. NO. 112) OBSOLETED BY
OBSOLETED BY 22OCT65 BE, 5.00
MICHEL, R. OBSOLETED BY 08FEB66
1.02 6.36 AND THE CSS FILE SYSTEM FENICHEL, R.
OBSOLETED BY 22OCT65 BE, 5.00
8166
Y OF GECONS ACTIVITIES IN 6.36 JOB FENICHEL, R. OBSOLETED BY
03 30DPC66
18FRB66
LISTED BY 27OCT67
PROGRAM BY VANARI, L. DOCUMENT BY FENICHEL, R.
OBSOLETED BY BE, 5.00 08FEB66
BY T BY FENICHEL, R. OBSOLETED BY BE, 5.02 18FEB66
- OBSOLETED BY 22OCT65
FENICHEL, R. OBSOLETED BY BE, 5.01 10FEB66
MSPM BE, 5.13 DUMPER JOEL, D. E. OBSOLETED BY BE, 5.01 09FEB66
BY 22OCT65 BE, 5.05
68
2 DATA LAYOUTS IN ENPL, GE-636 MCILOY, M.D. (SOFTWARE COM. ENPL)
MSPM BE.5,03 MERGET EDITOR PROGRAM BY VARIOAN LT.
030 0026 MULTICS WORKING
\0027 MULTICS WORKING
\0028 MULTICS WORKING
\0019 OBSOLETE BY 0027 MULTICS WORKING
\0010 DOCUMENT LIST (BTL)
\0010 OBSOLETE
/1 BTL, GE, MIT MULTICS PERMUTED INDEX - LISTING OBSOLETE
\0085 BTL, GE, MIT MULTICS PERMUTED INDEX - OBSOLETE
\0091 BTL, GE, MIT MULTICS PERMUTED INDEX OBSOLETE
\0051 ELM MANUAL
\0045 DRAFT OBSOLETED BY 0044
\0045 OBSOLETE
C) OLSTRM,C.
\0027 ANNOUNCEMENT OF M5OBE0001 - MB5000 MAGNETIC
\0024 - 100 MAGNETIC
\0026 MULTICS CARD PUNCH CODES AND RELATION BETWEEN ASCII AND
\0012 ASCII FORMAT FILE.
\0012 ASCII FORMAT FILE.
\0012 ASCII FORMAT FILE.
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TATION POUZOT, L. (SOFTW \ M0018 MIT DESIGN NOTEBOOK APPENDIX MOUNTMENT OF M50RBO0041 - MDS300 MAGNETIC DRUM SUBSYSTEM (FAIRCCHILD) OBSOLETED BY 010558 \ G0027 AN 7
MSPM BD.4.0 LINK
FAULT BOYD,D.L., JONSON,D.H., OBSOLETED BY 17NOV6
FAULT HANDLING IN 645 MULTICS SYSTEMS. CHESTER OBSO
ITED BY B0025

MSPM BK.3.03 TH
FAULT INTERCEPTOR JONES,C. OBSOLETED BY 25SEP67
FAULT LOGIC MODEL C. OBSOLETED BY B0041 \ MOUN
FAULT REPORTING SYSTEM, (ET AL.) OBSOLETED BY 02JUN6
/ MDM NO.6 STATUS SAFESTORE AND RESTORE FOLLOWING PAGE
/ MDM NO.10 STATUS SAFESTORE AND RESTORE FOLLOWING ADDRESS
MSPM BE.5.02 6.36 AND THE CTSS FILE SYSTEM
MSPM BE.5.04 SUMMARY OF GEOS ACTIVITIES IN 6.36 FOR
MSPM BE.5.03 MERGE-EDITOR PROGRAM BY VARIAN,L. DOCUMENT BY
MSPM BE.5.14 SEGUG
MSPM BK.5.40 LOADSP
MSPM BE.5.12 SPECIAL SEGMENTS
MSPM BE.5.00 OVERVIEW OF THE 6.36 OPERATING SYSTEM
MSPM BX.8.01 MODIFY THE ACCESS CONTROL INFORMATION FOR A
MSPM BX.8.02 ITEMIZE CONTENTS OF

TED BY 09DEC66

SIGN NOTEBOOK APPENDIX F - LIBRARY SUBROUTINES, COMMANDS, FILES

7M/
MSPM BK.16.00 LOCKING AND BLOCKING IN THE BASIC
MSPM BD.0.00 SUMMARY OF THE BASIC
MSPM BK.0.00 SUMMARY OF THE BASIC
MSPM BK.0.00 OBSOLETED BY / M0009 MIT DESIGN NOTEBOOK SECTION VII - 635
MSPM BE.5.02 6.36 AND THE CTSS
MSPM BE.10.00 THE ELEMENTARY
MSPM BE.10.00 THE ACTIVE
MSPM BK.5.05 THE PREPAREL
MSPM BE.5.15 THE PREPAREL
MSPM BX.2.00 THE SHELL SCHROEDER, C. SOBECKI, R.
J.F., ZIEGEL, G.G., VYSSOTSKY, V.A.
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FOR USE OF THE 6,36 AND 64.5 PROGRAMMER UTILIZATION FORMS

SAVE, AND RETURN SEQUENCES FOR ORDINARY SLAVE PROCEDURES

MSMP BD,7.04 LINKAGE SECTION

MSMP BD,7.04 LINKAGE SECTION

TURN SEQUENCES FOR EXECUTE-ONLY AND MASTER MODE PROCEDURES

GRAMAN,R.M., OBSOLETED BY 20SEP66 /L.L.SAVE, AND RE

TURN SEQUENCES FOR EXECUTE-ONLY AND MASTER MODE PROCEDURES

GRAMAN,R.M., OBSOLETED BY 20SEP66 /S.P.M./, SAVE, AND RE

LL.SAVE, AND RETURN SEQUENCES FOR ORDINARY SLAVE PROCEDURES

MSMP BD,5.02 RESERVED EXTERNAL SYMBOLS

MSMP BD,5.02 RESERVED EXTERNAL SYMBOLS

/* A PROPOSAL FOR A MINIMAL ASSEMBLER, GAP, FOR THE GE-636
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